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BETWEEN VOID AND ZERO 

A personal account of the growth of a performative 

underground culture in Brisbane, 1974-79… 

 

‘…The waste, memory wastes, 

I recall a bigger, brighter world, 

a world of books, and silent times in thought…’ 

 ‘Cattle and Cane’, The Go-Betweens, 1983 

 

At the outset of this brief history, I’d like to suggest this is very 

much, ‘a personal account’. I feel the need to ensure that my 

recollection of the facts as I recall them – particularly those 

intersecting with the lives of others – are understood as having 

been interwoven with highly personal details concerning my life. 

This is simply my way of making sense of the past – of assembling 

the tattered fragments of an aging theatre curtain – behind which, 

we, the cast members make last minute adjustments to our 



costumes – in ways that assist in the narration of our stories. After 

all, each of us performs our individual identity, I believe. There is a 

paragraph at the conclusion of this account that attempts to clarify 

this mode of thought, which hopefully illuminates my approach to 

memory, and to writing. 

 

Due to the political situation in Queensland during the 1970s – a 

deeply conservative government cultivated a socially repressive 

social climate, endorsed, not to say enforced by, a corrupt police 

service – the state, and its capital, Brisbane, remained in the 

cultural backwaters, at a time when rapid social changes were 

occurring elsewhere. Those individuals who questioned, let alone 

interrogated the prevailing conditions, usually left the state behind, 

seeking safety, sanctuary, and sanity, in the more liberal, and 

sophisticated, metropolitan centres of Sydney, Melbourne, and 

London.  

 

My secondary school years were undertaken at a private, all-boys 

school – a conservative and privileged institution where I 

frequently felt out of place. As I grappled with the gnawing 

awareness of my homosexuality, I felt constantly surrounded by 

the athletic objects of my hooded, illicit desire – the sons of the 

agents of the oppressive state orthodoxy we resided in – 

businessmen, lawyers (like my own father), pastoralists. I was 

fortunate enough to be a competitive swimmer, and consequently, 

I ‘passed’ – possessing sufficient status within the school 

community to emerge relatively unharmed. I was bruised, but not 

battered, while others were broken by the system. My best friend 

at school was Peter Jago, whose family lived in Papua New 



Guinea. Peter was small, lithe, and quick witted, and while he 

received some verbal stick for being queer, he always managed an 

effective retort in response to the taunts he received. He made it 

through unscathed – through the use of his verbal skills, and by 

gaining protection from those who were bigger and tougher – 

through the provision of sexual favours in the school boarding 

house after lights out. It was a response of pure, or impure genius. 

A true original, Peter and I attended the Aquarius Festival at 

Nimbin together, during our final year of high school, in 1973. 

Determined to hit the stage to strut his stuff, Peter arranged to 

perform with Mick Conway and Captain Matchbox, at the Nimbin 

hotel one afternoon. He made a big entrance to the strains of 

Carmen Miranda, lip-synching, Aye, Aye, Aye, I Like You Very 

Much, dressed in colourful op-shop drag – skirt slit to the thigh – 

and with a velvet turban, onto which he’d sewn plastic fruit. After a 

couple of verses, the penny dropped on the audience, as a hippie 

guy standing next me said, slack-jawed, and open-eyed, 

‘…it’s a guy…’, before a broad smile broke on his bearded face. 

Peter was highly influenced by the extraordinarily sophisticated 

flamboyance of his home country’s Indigenous peoples’ 

ceremonial costumes. The powerful spectacle of what he 

witnessed at the Goroka Show, later informed his professional 

career as a milliner – at which time he was often seen at the 

Melbourne Cup in highly patterned suits and a metre-long 

pheasant’s feather tucked into his trilby – decades before 

Timothée Chalamet hit the red carpet in similar garb. 

 

My adolescence was a period in which I also experienced the 

shadow of serious danger to my health. I had a tumour removed 



from inside my head at fifteen, and again at seventeen, leaving, it 

must be said, what felt like a yawning, dark void in the maw of my 

flesh. By the time I graduated – unlike many of my contemporaries 

– I didn’t feel as though I possessed the means to effectively 

construct a future for myself. I realise now, that I was suffering 

both depression and post-traumatic stress. At many times, dark 

thoughts were my closest companions, and they accompanied me 

– even as the good life my family enjoyed proceeded around me. 

 

I had a great love for both making art, and art history, and 

consequently, more or less stumbled into enrolling at Queensland 

College of Art at the beginning of 1974. It quickly became apparent 

to me that this was an institution largely lacking in imagination. 

Consequently, I increasingly sought out alternatives means of 

expression, much of which became performative in nature. While 

still at high school, I met Sue Parker – the same age – who 

became a close friend, kindred spirit, and guiding influence. Sue 

was then a member of Twelfth Night Theatre youth theatre. At 

Sue’s suggestion, I attended an audition at La Boite Theatre for a 

production of Jack Hibbard’s play, Captain Midnight V.C., being 

directed by Lindsay (Linzee) Smith, from La Mama Theatre, at The 

Pram Factory, Melbourne. My audition was successful, and the 

resulting production was a revelation in fast-moving cross-cultural, 

and political references. The show was a creative hot house for 

reimagining the possibilities of what theatre could be for Brisbane 

audiences, and due to Lindsay’s background at the innovative La 

Mama, this season foregrounded new beginnings at La Boite 

Theatre. As a result of our mutual involvement in this production, 

Sue and I became close to Peta Gottschalk (now known as Peta 



Lily), who later moved to Paris to study mime at the School 

Jacques Lecoq. Peta now resides in London, working as an 

independent performer, director, and teacher, with an emphasis on 

physical theatre, characterisation, and catharsis. 

 

Also, in 1974, Sue introduced me to Ian Reece – a key figure in 

Brisbane’s community arts. Ian was also an independent 

filmmaker, who invited me to participate with him as a performer. I 

worked with Ian at a number of locations - memorably while filming 

on the mudflats at Cribb Island – where the Gibb brothers (of the 

Bee Gees supergroup) grew up. Ian left it to me to devise the way 

I’d appear. From memory, I wanted to appear as a Pierrot figure – 

quite anomalous in this decidedly Australian landscape, and Ian 

was highly supportive of this concept. I recall the days at Cribb 

Island as warm, and the skies cloudless, as I strode barefoot 

across the mudflats in baggy white shirt and trousers, with painted 

white-face make-up, while carrying a long bamboo shaft, flying a 

tattered white banner. Ian had been the founder of Children’s 

Activities Group, and in this capacity, he initiated community arts 

events in which I participated – often in the same garb – at Inala, 

and Logan, both lower socio-economic communities. The kids 

seemed to think I was more Pierrot le fou, than simply Pierrot, and 

the show didn’t always go over well with the audience. With Ray 

Hughes, Ian had been one of the original founders of Gallery One 

Eleven, at Red Hill, which eventually evolved into the Ray Hughes 

Gallery, and he remains a seminal figure in the growth of 

Brisbane’s contemporary arts scene. 

 



In 1975, the Institute of Modern Art (IMA) opened in a former 

commercial building in Market Street, Brisbane, with James 

Mollison, founding director of the then, Australian National Gallery, 

(ANG), officiating at proceedings. The event was dominated by a 

boisterous and colourful street theatre performance by Theatre 10 

Griffith University students. Sue Parker was pursuing film studies 

at Griffith University at the time, and was a participant. Mollison 

later told me that he’d loved the chaotic nature of the evening 

spectacle. 

 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the class at art school, in which I gained 

my highest grades, was a form of performance, known as Laban. 

The class was asked to form into pairs, for rehearsing and 

performance, and while initially confusing to understand, my 

partner in class, Hélène Purcell, and I quickly gained 

comprehension once we began working together. In summary, the 

form’s methodology is undoubtedly collaborative, based on an 

understanding of body, effort, shape and space. 

 

After graduating from the College of Art in 1976, I continued 

working in productions at La Boite Theatre, including, Sam 

Shepard’s The Unseen Hand, directed by Sue Parker in 1978. The 

bold production she presided over, included a crushed car body, 

topped by a rocking chair, where the inspirational, late actor, Jo 

Hardy, delivered soliloquies, while alternately sucking a cigar and 

a harmonica. The score featured music by punk poet, Patti Smith, 

in recognition of the personal relationship she had shared with 

Shepard. Sue proceeded to study at the Australian Film and 



Television School, Sydney, before establishing a strong career for 

herself in feature film production. 

 

 

 

The year, 1976 was one of those zeitgeist moments – a time when 

it was exciting to be alive – memorable for the unleashing of British 

punk rock upon an unsuspecting Western world. The ground-

breaking album, Never Mind the Bollocks, Here’s the Sex Pistols, 

was released a year later, amid a din of shock and horror 

headlines. The Lindsay Kemp Company’s visually stunning, and 

highly influential production of ‘Flowers’, based loosely upon Jean 

Genet’s book, ‘Our Lady of the Flowers’, portraying queer love 

between prisoners, was mounted in a crumbling old art deco 

theatre in Glebe Point Road, Sydney, paving the way for distinctive 

new forms of alternative cabaret in Sydney’s clubs. 

 

Luke Roberts, whom I’d met in 1974, was, and remains, a singular 

figure, having made an outstanding contribution to Australian 

contemporary art – particularly in the guise of Pope Alice. 

However, in the mid-‘70s, his performative alter ego was simply 

Alice – an iconic, and inventively trashy street diva, who loved to 

party. Luke cultivated a small circle of gender fluid, and queer, or 



queer-phile individuals, who were involved in the ‘creative 

industries’ – artists, designers, musicians, writers and others. 

Some remain in Brisbane, including Narelle McCoy, others, such 

as Polly Watkins, relocated to Melbourne, and is a film-maker, and 

some who have left the mortal coil, such as the sadly missed 

Jeffrey (Gina) Patrick. Either in a solo capacity, or as a group, we 

often participated in the illusion of pedestrian reality by inventing 

our own illusory, and performative alter egos. The persona I 

invented, and took full, and colourful possession of, was a rather 

questionable character called Joey Bolero. Despite knowing of no 

known Mediterranean lineage in my own family, I’d developed a 

distinctly southern European appearance by the age of twenty. 

Joey took full advantage of this imagined heritage as seriously, 

and as ludicrously, as he could. He liked to suggest that he was 

part carney, part nightclub act, and part rock poet. Others have 

suggested that he was also a part-time porn star, and full-time 

hustler. However, this was all pillow talk, and in the full glare of 

daylight, it was apparent that he didn’t possess either the goods, or 

the temperament, to be anything like this. Joey was simply a 

charmer – in it for the laughs, and the drinks. Ultimately, his 

various guises came to naught, and while he kept writing free 

verse, he remained down on his luck. I wonder now, whether the 

folly of Joey’s faux celebrity nature could have been possible, 

without the emotional shadows that routinely fell on me. In 

hindsight, it seems to me that we were co-dependent. 

 

For a brief, memorable period of my youth between 1977 and 

1979, Joey and I lived in a lovely old timber house in inner city 

Paddington, which we shared with a small group of friends. Now 



an expensive, highly desirable address – during the 1970s, 

Paddington, and nearby Red Hill, remained a location where first-

generation immigrant families still lived – and where students, 

artists, and musicians could afford to reside in communal 

circumstances, in similar, rambling old places. Lindy Morrison, and 

John Willsteed, from the avant-pop group, Zero –both of whom 

later became members of The Go-Betweens, and experimental 

film-maker, Gary Warner, were members of the loose fraternity of 

friends, movers, shakers, and slackers, who moved with regularity 

through the apparently revolving doors of the house.  

 

During this period, Joey and I soaked up the underground culture 

mores we gleaned from reading about New York City’s Lower East 

Side, taking inspiration from Andy Warhol’s Factory, and its 

influential cast of characters. Moving image became increasingly 

important for me, as I immersed myself in Warhol’s films, including, 

‘Flesh’ (1968), ‘Trash’ (1970), and ‘Heat’ (1972), but also those of 

John Waters – particularly the early, idiosyncratic, high-camp 

sensibility of movies, such as, ‘Multiple Maniacs’ (1970), ‘Pink 

Flamingos’ (1972), and ‘Female trouble’ (1974). Kenneth Anger’s 

alternative queer cinema was an enormous influence – in 

particular, ‘Lucifer Rising’ (1972), replete with leather-clad outlaw 

bikers, and dungeon scenes. I also came to a full appreciation for 

the films of the inspired English director, Derek Jarman – full of 

queer references – including ‘Sebastiane’ (1976), and ‘Jubilee’ 

(1977).  

 

In parallel, I developed a strong bond with Patti Smith’s work, and 

her intimate relationship with photographer, Robert Mapplethorpe, 



whose images of queer sexual transgression, I found highly 

compelling.  

 

Mentioning Patti Smith also recognizes the musical changes that 

were rapidly occurring in Brisbane’s sub- cultural wastelands in the 

late ‘70s. The city – and the conservative political powerbase it 

operated within, became a hot house for punk and new sound 

bands. The Saints played the end of year party for the College of 

Art class of ’76, causing both consternation and glee. For my own 

part, the Australian acts I loved, included, The Saints, Radio 

Birdman (in particular, ‘Ahoy, Steve and Danno’ and ‘Burn my eye’ 

– they still make me jump), and Nick Cave. Apart from the Patti 

Smith band, other rock music acts I felt a strong affinity with, had a 

similar raw and visceral sound – The Stooges, MC5, and of 

course, The Velvet Underground. The swagger, the poise, and the 

sheer noise held me rapt, and I felt a greater affinity with this 

music, than with English punk sounds. 

 

In July 1979, I called it quits on Brisbane, leaving for Sydney, in 

the search of different directions – recognising it was time for me 

to move on. Two years later, I relocated to Canberra, beginning 

work at the nascent ANG – remaining there only twelve months, 

before depression returned to haunt me – a longer story than this 

account allows for... 

 

On returning to Sydney, I once again took refuge with friends in a 

share house, including recent architecture graduates, Michael 

Barnett and Peter Todd, both originally from Brisbane, and Ian 

Philip, a recent law graduate, who was devoted to The Smiths, and 



had also attended high school in Brisbane. Home was a cavernous 

three-story terrace in Redfern, above a Lebanese take-away 

located at the front, while our entrance was through a gate off a 

rear lane. During the day, I swam laps, worked out, and made art, 

while my evenings were split between working as a waiter, and 

going to pubs and clubs to see bands and performances. The gay 

abandon of gay bars held little attraction for me – a little 

inexplicable perhaps – but simply the way I operated. Life was 

pretty good.  

 

One warm Sunday afternoon, while drinking with friends in the 

beer-garden of a fashionable inner-city pub, and probably enjoying 

myself too boisterously, I was tapped on the shoulder by a man 

who introduced himself, handed me his card, and encouraged me 

to call him. This was Peter Chadwick, director of Australia’s (then) 

leading model agency. I’d never given this idea any previous 

thought – even if Joey may have. If so, Joey had scrupulously – or 

perhaps unscrupulously – kept it firmly to himself. 

  

In 1983 – the year that The Go-Betweens released ‘Cattle and 

Cane’ – Peter Chadwick provided me with an introduction to a 

leading agency in London, and I proceeded there to work for 

twelve months. My indeterminate Mediterranean appearance, and 

taut swimmer’s physique, ensured that Joey enjoyed considerable 

success as a model. I suspect that I may have been the only male 

model in the world, having read, and enjoyed, the poems of 

Rimbaud, acted in the surrealistic cowboy narratives of Sam 

Shepard, and shaken his hips to the sounds of the Velvet 

Underground. 



 

‘…I recall a bigger, brighter world, a world of books, and silent 

times in thought…’ 

 

My background in performance placed me ahead of the pack when 

it came to gaining work on the catwalk, and understanding that 

whatever role you were playing in front of the camera, had little, or 

nothing to do with yourself. I just played being Joey – to the hilt. 

While still in the U.K., I began to experience mind-shattering 

headaches. Thinking that the worst was possible, I made an 

overnight decision to depart Europe and its many temptations – 

ignoring the agency’s sunny promises of work in Portugal and 

Spain in the new-year, to return to Australia to spend Christmas 

with my family at the beach. I packed my bags, and flew out on a 

last-minute British Airways ticket. Travelling north from Brisbane, I 

drove through the cane fields of Bli-Bli, en-route to Noosa, as I 

reminisced, 

  

‘…through fields of cattle, through fields of cane, 

from time to time the waste, memory wastes…’ 

 

By mid-year, I received the diagnosis I’d been dreading – the 

tumour in my head had returned. The specialist I consulted was 

authoritative, and had spent time in Switzerland the previous year 

researching this particular type of problem, and the surgical 

procedures required for treatment. He clenched his fist to indicate 

the relative size of the growth. The resulting surgery was 

prolonged and life threatening. I lost a lot of blood – almost too 

much. Post-operative medical advice was an incomplete, and 



confusing narrative, that strongly recommended I needed to pack 

up my life in Sydney, to return to Brisbane to live with my parents 

for a period of at least twelve months’ recuperation. I left my 

beloved ‘50s furniture behind, for my former housemates to enjoy. 

At the time, no one identified me as living with head injury, post-

traumatic stress, and depression, and my post-surgical condition 

remained undiagnosed and untreated. I sank into despair. I’d lost 

my identity, and didn’t know how, or where to search for him – the 

other guy – the man I’d been. Many survivors of head trauma 

become considerably more adventurous – even dangerously so – 

daredevils, if you like. My own experience was the opposite of this 

– I became noticeably more conservative, however. It seems that 

Joey had taken a late-night ride on his motorbike, dashing over the 

Story Bridge, ending up in a smoky dive in the Valley. People say 

that he left with a lean, sinewy guy with slicked-back dark-hair, and 

side-burns, dressed in black jeans and leather jacket – almost 

inseparable in appearance. Someone went so far as to suggest 

that the other guy had a teardrop tattoo at the corner of his left 

eye, indicating incarceration at some point, but the leads fizzled 

out there, going nowhere, fast. 

 

A couple of years later, having largely recovered, I began working 

at Ray Hughes Gallery, on Enoggera Terrace, Red Hill. While 

there, I met Fran Considine, director of the Gold City Gallery. Fran 

was terrific – smart and confident, and when she advertised for an 

assistant, I applied and was successful – remaining to work there 

for a couple of years. Ultimately, my brief period of employment at 

the National Gallery of Australia remained the professional 

foundation upon which I effectively constructed my thirty-year 



career in art galleries and museums, spanning positions at 

regional, state and national levels. This hadn’t been the way I’d 

conceived that my future would run. I always imagined a less 

structured life – full of disruptive, creative energy, for myself. 

Ultimately, however, someone had to pay the bills. 

 

I spent the following decade moving between Brisbane and 

Sydney, eventually relocating to Canberra in 1997, to take up a job 

opportunity.  

 

My partner, visual artist, Pete Maloney, joined me from Sydney, 

and the city remains home. When I return to Brisbane, to visit 

family and friends, my favourite perspective of the city remains the 

vista that opens up as you travel westwards, uphill on Musgrave 

Road, Red Hill. On your right, stands the unmistakable red brick 

monolith of St Brigid’s Church. As you reach the summit of the hill, 

a multitude of old timber houses with corrugated iron roofs can be 

seen on the left – spreading over the steep ridges and gullies – 

and beyond, to the forested slopes of Mt Coot-tha. 

 

Due to his failing health, Pete left full-time employment in 2012 and 

the past decade has seen his condition deteriorate significantly. I 

left my last position at Canberra Museum and Gallery in early 

2019, to act as his dedicated carer. I now work as an independent 

curator and writer, and my practice consists of reflections on the 

past, largely through the lens of memoir – identifying the 

characteristics of people and place, together with a critical 

examination of class. These narratives explore intimate personal 



identity – including expressions of queer male love and desire – 

and the condition of dreams. Long may we dream of,  

‘…a bigger, brighter world, a world of books, and silent times in 

thought…’ 

 

Mark Bayly 

August 2022 

 

 

Action Painting Performance, Institute of Modern Art, Opening Night 26 

Market Street, Brisbane 1975 (Griffitti Zine, Griffitti_Vol1_No5.pdf) 

 



 

 

 

Theatre 10, Action Painting Performance documentation, Institute of Modern 

Art, Opening Night 26 Market Street, Brisbane 1975 ( Griffitti Zine, 

Griffitti_Vol1_No5.pdf) 
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